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BOOK LAUNCH
BASINGSTOKE HISTORIES SERIES
‘The Basingstoke Volunteer Fire Brigade 1838-1941’
by
Bob Clarke
We are delighted to launch the third title in the Basingstoke Histories
series with an informative and thoroughly entertaining account of the
Basingstoke Volunteer Fire Brigade 1838-1941 by the well known local
author and Society member, Bob Clarke.
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Established in 1838, the Basingstoke Volunteer Fire Brigade served the
town and surrounding villages for over a hundred years. Drawing on
contemporary records and newspaper reports, this book paints a vivid
portrait of a time before a dedicated fire service, a reliable water supply or
the advent of instant communication. In the case of rural fires, riders on
horseback or bicycle raced to town to report the blaze, but by the time the
Brigade had sourced horses to pull their engine to the farm, the fire had
often been burning for hours.
The volunteers’ role was one of extremes: their shoes burnt from wading
through hot ashes, whilst on a bitterly cold night in 1901 a fireman found
himself frozen to a roof fighting a fire in Wote Street. This account also
charts the Brigade’s technological progression from hand held buckets to
the acquisition of its first steam engine (which was used to great effect in
1905 to fight the Great Fire of Basingstoke) and the purchase of its first
motorised engine in 1913.
‘The Basingstoke Volunteer Fire Brigade’ is priced at £5.00 plus £1.50 for
post and packaging, however you can take advantage of an introductory
discount whereby the price, including P&P, will be £5.50 for orders placed
before 31st December 2020.
An order form is included with this newsletter.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------‘THE BASINGSTOKE VOLUNTEER FIRE BRIGADE, 1838-1941’
A REVIEW
BY HISTORIAN AND AUTHOR BARBARA LARGE
Before 1838 fire fighting in the town was quite an ad hoc affair, with up to
four engines distributed in various places and manned by local people;
beer and maintenance provided by the Overseers. That year it was decided
to create an official town Fire Brigade, with paid officers and agreed
payment for callouts in the vicinity. From that point we read a detailed
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description of how this novice brigade evolved from a time when
communications were primitive and successful fire suppression was
actually quite rare.
Many events are described, particularly in relation to lack of
communication, manpower and water supply and the incendiary nature of
premises and their contents. There was innovation: to raise the alarm a
bugler ran around the town, then a rather ineffective bell was installed on
the Corn Exchange, later followed by electric alarms in the firemen’s
houses. Acquiring horses could be difficult. When powered water became
available in town it was not reliable, particularly in the higher areas – new
waterworks improved things.
The Volunteer Fire Brigade was very much respected and hailed by
residents with parades and galas, with support from other local groups.
There is plenty of detail here about catastrophic fires in the surrounding
area, such as Mapledurwell and Farleigh Wallop, and how they were
tackled. There were major fires in workshops and trading premises in the
town right up to WW2.
This is a well-researched, often exciting and sometimes humorous
read, interspersed with some amazing photographs – how it was done and
who did it. Another useful addition to the written history of our town.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

BAHS Subscriptions
A polite reminder that membership subscriptions are now
due for 2020-2021. If you do not pay by standing order,
please forward either direct to BAHS Bank Account:
Sort code 30 90 53
Account number 00932097
Making the reference your name.
Or by cheque, payable to BAHS, to: Steve Kirby at: 1,
Mothes Houses, The Green, Tadley, Hants, RG26 3PQ.
Membership fees remain the same as last year.
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Change to the Scheduled BAHS Talk for November
Our November talk was due to have been delivered to us at Church
Cottage by Prof. Sir Barry Cunliffe on the topic of his research about the
Scythians. Unfortunately the Covid-19 situation has meant postponing his
talk until we can safely gather together again in person as Zoom is not an
option for him.
We are delighted instead to welcome David Spurling, a trustee of the
Hyde900 project, who will present via Zoom. His talk will be titled
‘Rediscovering Hyde Abbey’. In AD1110 the Benedictine monks of New
Minster moved their library, relics and the bodies of King Alfred, his wife
Ealhswith and son, Edward the Elder to the newly built Hyde Abbey to
the north of the city of Winchester. Their bodies were laid to rest before
the high altar of the great stone
church and the abbey became a
popular pilgrimage destination. In
1539 the abbey was surrendered
to Henry VIII’s commissioners as
part of the king’s programme to
dissolve the monasteries. The
Hyde Abbey monks were
pensioned off, its treasures were
destroyed or dispersed and the
buildings were reduced to rubble.
Hyde900 is the name initially
given to a programme of
community-led events designed to
mark the 900th anniversary of the
foundation of Hyde Abbey. Since
the anniversary in 2010, Hyde900
has continued to support research
into the history of Hyde Abbey.
Reconstruction of the cloister arcade of Hyde
Abbey (Photo Mike Caldwell)

Ginny Pringle
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SOCIETY SNIPPETS
‘What have you been up to lately?’
In this edition: Annabel Stowe takes a stroll round Quarley Hill; Peter
Stone muses on climate change in the Late Neolithic, Wendy Williams
reviews Mudlarking by Laura Maiklem, and explains how she
discovered a 1797 George III cartwheel penny in the Wye Valley, and
Mary Oliver describes a visit to the Meonstoke shrine complex.

Quarley Hill: a beacon then and now?
Quarley Hill at sunset? Quarley Hill on a day of moody skies? Quarley
Hill on a hot summer evening at harvest time? Hmmm. Hard to choose
my favourite. As you can perhaps tell, Quarley Hill, with its Iron Age
hillfort, has been something of a magnet for me over recent months,
leading me onwards (and through lockdown?) in much the same way as it
drew ancient travellers along the Harrow Way, heralding the approach to
the great ceremonial centres of Salisbury Plain, just over the horizon.
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Let’s take a leisurely stroll round this landmark. Approached from the
east, it appears pleasingly rounded, perfectly symmetrical, even down to
the spacing of the trees on its summit. On closer inspection, viewed from
the northern side, it surprises by changing from neat cone to sprawling
giant, stretching almost lazily along the hilltop. From the south, it again
becomes conical, with its topknot of trees, and the surrounding bank of its
univallate earthwork clearly visible.
So what was its relation to Big Brother Danebury? When does it date
from? What was its purpose? Although it appears to rise in splendid
isolation from the surrounding farmland, it was part of an important
network. An ancient route led southwards to Danebury, guarding the
crossing of the Test, and northwards to Sidbury Hill, then on to join the
great ridgeways further north and west. As for its function, there is only
limited evidence of occupation, from the fifth to the third centuries BC, so
it may primarily have been a meeting place for trade and ceremonial
activities, as with other hillforts.
So, if there is little evidence of occupation, where did the local Iron
Age farmers live? And were theirs the first feet to pass this way?
For the answers to these, and more, you will need to bide your time …
Post-script: the sequel to Roman Roving - walks from the Harrow Way will be out in due course.
Annabel Stowe

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

4200 Bp. and all that
A year or so ago I wrote about the change in burial practice - long barrow
to round barrow - which occurred during the Late Neolithic/ Early
Bronze Age transition period (Some thoughts following 'Mortuary Rites in Early
Bronze Age Wessex' BAHS Newsletter No 228) and how it may have been
the consequence of a single catastrophic event about 4200 years Bp.
Reference was made to modern scientific research including
dendrochronology, tales of fire and flood from antiquity and Celtic myths
about a fearsome sky god which, taken together, suggested such an event
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could have been brought about by the near impact of a comet that caused
abrupt climate change for a few years and the possibility that it was the
cause of abandonment of cities in Mesopotamia and India, chaos in
Egypt and the aforesaid change in burial practice. Recently further
scientific evidence of a single catastrophic occurrence (dubbed the ‘4.2
kilo-year’ event) event has been published.
Researchers in the field of palaeoclimatology used radioisotope dating
on stalagmites from a cave in Laos to find evidence that rainfall abruptly
diminished about 5100 to 3500 years ago suggesting a thousand year long
drought in the region. That period is close to the ‘missing millennia’ of
South East Asia when human settlement was sparse between 6000 and
4000 years ago that may be associated with a series of droughts in Africa
and western Asia. Follow-up computer simulations of the ancient climate
suggested that ‘...the drying of the Sahara might have increased airborne
dust, pushing the Pacific Ocean into a prolonged El Niño–like cycle that
disrupted mainland South East Asia’s summer monsoon rains
…...triggering a mega-drought over large swathes of South East Asia and
flooding across East Asia....’ *
But although it might seem that the idea of a single climate-influencing
event that adversely affected human societies (and the suggestion that its
cause was a comet) has received some interesting support there are a few
problems.
Some scientists are adamant that the cave research has produced no
convincing evidence of a single event: they believe that the radioisotope
data is flawed and point to other research that shows a steady decline in
rainfall over a period of about 600/800 years before a ‘spike’ occurred.
Just to add to the uncertainty the findings have become bound up with a
controversy about the usefulness of a declaration made a few years ago, by
the international body responsible for defining geological time, of a new
geological age beginning 4200 years Bp. Finally archaeological opinion is
split as to the reason for the collapse of civilisation in the Indus Valley and
Mesopotamia and the crisis in ancient Egypt: some believe these events
were independent and politically driven while others think that they were
due to climate change.
So, as you can see, opinion differs among, but not between, scientists
and archaeologists. Was there, about 4200 years before the present, a
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single natural catastrophic event that brought drought conditions and
began a new geological era or was the ‘event’ shown up by the cave
research findings a blip in a long term trend? Are the research findings
more evidence of a single catastrophic natural event, (which may have
been cometary in origin) that caused a collapse in the ancient civilisations
of Egypt and Asia (and perhaps a change in burial practices in Europe) or
were there independent political crises among the ancient civilisations of
the east at about the same time as an unconnected change in burial
practices further to the west?
The answer to the first question is for the scientists to find. As to the
second question it is difficult to accept that a number of independent
political crises over such a vast area of Eurasia and Egypt could have
occurred about the same time. It seems far more likely that a single natural
global catastrophe would bring about multiple political crises and there
remains the mystery of the change in burial practices across Europe and
the British Isles. The only reasonable conclusion seems to be that some
natural event occurred about 4200 Bp. which caused lasting widespread
environmental change with serious consequences for human settlements.
Between ourselves I think it was the break-up of a comet in the Earth’s
gravitational field but you don’t have to accept everything I write do you?
For interested members the recent report on cave research in southeast Asia that includes archaeological opinion can be found at:
* https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2020/08/ancient-megadroughtmay-explain-civilization-s-missing-millennia-southeastasia?utm_campaign=news_weekly_2020-0828&et_rid=675422444&et_cid=3463054#
And for a quick summary of yet more evidence of a single catastrophic
event around 4200 Bp. from a non-Western source take a look at
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0277379110004
373
Peter Stone
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Mudlarking
Lost and Found on the River Thames
By Lara Maiklem, published by Bloomsbury.
After scouring the
banks of the Thames
for the last 15 years as
an expert mudlarker
and finding an array of
objects from Neolithic
flints, Roman pottery,
and medieval buckles to
Tudor buttons and
Georgian clay pipes and
coins, Lara Maiklem’s
first book is an absolute
delight.
Travelling along the
river from Teddington, its tidal head, to the point where it meets the sea in
the east, the book dips into the history of the city of London through
these, sometimes tiny, objects she has found and gives a tantalising
glimpse of their stories.
I found the book an easy, relaxing read and if you are fascinated by
finding things as I am, this book will fulfil your curiosity when the weather
outside is too wet to get out yourself. Put it on your Christmas list; I
bought a hardback but it’s out in paperback now.
I follow her on Facebook and Instagram, where she regularly posts
lovely finds with a bit of back history thrown in too:
Facebook/Twitter: @LondonMudlark.
Instagram: @london.mudlark
Wendy Williams

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Lost and found
1797 George III ‘Cartwheel’ penny
On a recent holiday in the Wye Valley I was taking a walk along the river
bank enjoying the stunning scenery and occasionally scanning the path in
front of me, a bit of a habit I have, when a small metal disc caught my eye
protruding from the mud. At first I thought it was a token or medal
because of its size and the pronounced raised rim, but after a little rubbing
with my thumb (now I wish I’d payed more attention to the coin
restoration process at our recent visit to the Hampshire Cultural Trust!) I
managed to make out ‘Rex’ and knew it had to be a coin. I popped it in
my pocket and continued on my way with an added spring in my step with
the anticipation of what I may have found. Once back at the cottage with
a large mug of tea and piece of cake, I started googling and this is what I
found.
It turned out to be a 1797 George III one penny coin, remarkable for
many reasons, not least because it had probably lain there for the last two
hundred or so years and no one had seen it. It was enormous! The 1797
penny coin was the first to be minted in copper and also the first copper
coin to have been minted in more than 20 years. It is the largest Britannia
Penny ever struck, and at 37mm diameter and 3mm thick it was
nicknamed the ‘cartwheel’ because of the raised outer rim and large size.
The price of copper had risen during the reign of King George III to
the point where the Royal Mint in London, which at the time had the
exclusive preserve, could not produce copper coins without making a loss.
Forgery became a serious problem, and it was believed at one point that
there were more counterfeit half-pennies in circulation than genuine ones!
Exasperated merchants eventually resorted to taking matters into their
own hands by striking or commissioning their own tokens to circulate in
place of the discredited and meagre supply of regal issues.
Amongst these token manufacturers was Matthew Boulton, an
enterprising industrialist and entrepreneur who had for years lobbied
against the scourge of coin shortages and counterfeiting, and had in his
role as a magistrate taken a particular interest in going after counterfeiters
in his native city of Birmingham. He considered it as a matter of honour as
well as a business opportunity to try and rectify the situation.
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With several years of experience minting tokens under his belt, he had
at this time developed a steam-powered coin making press with his
business partner James Watt, which allowed greater efficiency in
production and he eventually secured the contract from the government
to produce the penny and two penny coins at his private mint in Soho,
Birmingham.
Matthew Boulton (1728-1809) is one of the most important historic figures
associated with the city of
Birmingham and during his lifetime
he was a world-famous figure, but
since the twentieth century his name
has been largely overshadowed by
that of his business partner, James
Watt. He was a key member of the
Lunar Society, an informal group of
Midlands based men prominent in
the arts, sciences and theology.
Members included his business
partner James Watt, Erasmus Darwin,
Josiah Wedgwood and Joseph Priestly. The Society met each month as
near to the full moon as possible, the time being chosen to illuminate and
aid their journey home after the meeting.
Members of the Society have been given credit for developing concepts
and techniques in science, agriculture, manufacturing, mining and
transport that laid the groundwork for the Industrial Revolution. On 2nd
November 2011, in recognition of their advancements in engineering and
coinage, Boulton and Watt were immortalised by the Bank of England on
the fifty pound note. In October 2014 a memorial was dedicated to
Matthew Boulton at Westminster Abbey. They were also mentioned in the
recent series of ‘Britain’s Biggest Dig’ episode three.
Designed by Conrad Heinrich Küchler, a German engraver working
for Boulton, and struck to a much higher standard of design and quality
than any before them, the coin shows on the reverse Britannia sitting on
the waves of the sea with a ship in the distance; the impression is
that ‘Britain rules the waves.’ Britannia holds a trident in one hand and an
olive branch in the other. The obverse is a bust of King George III.
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The coin was not popular with
merchants at the time, too large
for everyday use and prone to
damage. A coin of such a size
turned out to be difficult to
produce even for steam
powered machines, and so the
batch continued to be made for
just a further two years,
although all the coins were
dated 1797.
Coin reference, sadly mine are the lower
two images.
Wendy Williams

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Meonstoke Hexagonal Temple/Shrine Complex
In spite of all the difficulties this year, Prof. Tony King was anxious to
complete his work on this site and managed a short season of excavation
with the help of the Meon Valley Archaeology and Heritage Group.
In September, HFC Archaeology Section was allowed a visit of twelve
members of which Kay Ainsworth and I were happy to be two, in spite of
the pouring rain, masks and social separation. The Section has visited the
site since the first excavation in 2016 following the MVAHG geophysical
survey in 2015 which revealed three exciting areas across the road from
the Roman aisled building. Tony’s students from Winchester worked with
volunteers from MVAHG and revealed the footings of a substantial
hexagonal building, a rare form in Roman times. Finds included part of a
‘dea nutrix’ figurine, a popular fertility goddess with a connection to
horsemen (these figures were popular with the cavalry on Hadrian’s Wall)
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and later, in the exact centre, in an Iron Age ditch, the burial of a mare and
newborn foal in the suckling position. This gives a clear link to the
worship of Epona, the Celtic goddess of horses. Further finds of horse
bones on the site give the clearest evidence in this country of her worship
which clearly lasted a long time as the temple building is at least 250 years
later than the horse burial.
The adjacent building proved to be a bathhouse with plunge room,
changing room, and hot and cold rooms with four apsidal ended rooms.
Painted plaster fragments contained the figure of a possible goddess, and
parts of the hypocaust survive but not the furnace, possibly lost to erosion
by the nearby river.
The excavation of the third building was begun last year and continued
this year, revealing the rammed chalk and flint footings of a substantial
building, possibly of some considerable height. The interior yielded some
scattered bones of a young female, clearly a disturbed deposit; the interior
space would have accommodated a sarcophagus, so has been identified as
a mausoleum.
In historic times, a fine sarcophagus was found in the field across the
road (site of the Roman aisled building and Saxon cemetery) which can
now be seen in nearby Corhampton church. It is tempting to speculate
that it was moved from this mausoleum.
The Meonstoke site is really one of some importance; work continues
on the finds to work towards a report. We are very grateful to Tony King
and MVAHG for arranging this visit and sharing their results, such a
bonus in this difficult year.
Mary Oliver

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Message from the Editor:
We would very much like to hear your news.
Please send your contributions for Society Snippets to:
newsletter@bahsoc.org.uk.
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Anglo-Saxon cranium from Oakridge
This item has recently caused a great deal of interest in the press, academic
journals and internet. The story goes back to 1965 when a few items found
during the groundworks for the Oakridge housing estate were brought in
to the museum. As Assistant Curator, it was my job to visit the site to
record and rescue/excavate what I could. It was always a sorrow to me
that we could never get the full story of what would seem to have been
one of the most important sites in the area but, with a band of trusty
volunteers, we did our best. While I was excavating a Roman lady, buried
with her boots on, my attention was drawn to this skull, picked up by the
builders from the spoil of a drainage inspection pit. I checked for other
bones and any datable material – found none, and brought the skull back
to the museum.
Recently, while I was at Chilcomb, I was introduced to Garrard Cole,
the researcher from UCL looking at all the human material in the
collections. He showed interest in this cranium and I told him what I
could. It was a great surprise to read the
results of his and his colleagues’ work in
the paper and later in Antiquity. The
evidence on the bone showed facial
trauma on the face of a young woman
(15-18). She had had her nose and upper
lip cut off and there was evidence of
attempted scalping. She most probably
died as a result of this treatment. RC dating put her in the 9 th century,
when there was Saxon activity in the wider area. Documentary research
identified such mutilation as punishment for serious crime, adultery and
theft by a slave, but these law codes date from 10th century, so our girl is
the earliest example known. Further study identified Chineham as a
separate estate at the time, and the burial was close to the border – as is
common with Saxon execution cemeteries, emphasising the social
disgrace. I was fascinated to learn all this, and am grateful to Garrard and
his colleagues for bringing to light more information on the site.
Mary Oliver
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FURTHER INVESTIGATION INTO THE SIGNIFICANCE
OF FINDS AT SILCHESTER

A light-hearted look at the Silchester Eagle, by Peter Stone
The interest shown by members (two in fact) following the publication of
‘The Brighton Hill Environs’ in the February 2020 Newsletter with its
references to the researches of Doctor Hans Fodion and the activities
during the conquest period of the Romanised Irish chieftain, turned
construction engineer and entrepreneur, Hebescio Maximus has
encouraged me to write further on the latter’s activities at Silchester.
Back in 2012 details of researchers’ reports from the archives of the
distinguished early 20th century German antiquarian Dr. Hans Fodion were
published exclusively in the BAHS Newsletter. They suggested that the
presence of the Silchester eagle amidst a charcoal layer on the site of the
forum basilica was the result of deliberate destructive action by Hebescio
in retaliation for the loss of his stock of wine and cash box of sesterces at
the time of the Boudican rebellion. (‘The Silchester Eagle’ - BAHS
Newsletter 198 February 2012).
However the theory provided no definitive explanation for the fate of
the missing pole from which the eagle was broken by Hebescio’s ferocious
assault. After much thought and consumption of cups of black coffee
during the day (and more relaxing beverages far into the night) the
researchers found themselves unable to form a consensus opinion and
decided to seek the advice of the great Russian anthropologist Ivan
Oribolkov. They opened the archive to him and in particular drew his
attention to the discovery of the presence and activities at Silchester of
Hebescio and of the remarkable find, in 1893 near the site of the forum
basilica, of the base of a Roman column inscribed in Ogham script that
pointed to a 5th or 6th century Irish connection.
Supported by a daily intake of yet more black coffee, tobacco smoke
and vodka, Oribolkov eventually came to the conclusion that the pole had
not been destroyed or lost after all but had been taken to Ireland by
Hebescio on one of his trading trips. There he had used it to impress his
fellow countrymen by telling them it was a symbol of Roman authority
given to him by the emperor Vespasian in recognition of his public16

spirited (although unfortunately miscarried) intentions at Brighton Hill,
Basingstoke and his contribution to the recently negotiated Free Trade
Agreement with the Empire.
It was, so Oribolkov believed, an excellent example of acculturation
with Irish tribal leaders rapidly adapting the pole to their particular needs
by developing the shillelagh as a very handy artefact, useful not only as a
ceremonial symbol of authority but as a practical means for countering the
objections of those on the wrong side of their traditional pastimes of
slave-taking and cattle-thieving.
Furthermore the presence of 5th or 6th century Ogham script at
Silchester could now be satisfactorily connected with a traditional tale of
the mythical origins of the shillelagh that survived among Irish tribes well
into modern times. The tale, not dissimilar to the British legend of the
Quest for the Holy Grail, told of a belief that one day a brave adventurer
from among the Irish would journey to Britain and re-discover the place
where the original shillelagh was found. Such an event could have
happened in the 5th or 6th century when at last a certain Ebicatus arrived at
Silchester where at the end of his stay he wrote the characters found on
the Ogham stone. Oribolkov has concluded that the character for ‘M’ is a
misreading of that for ‘H’ and therefore a likely full translation would read
‘job done [at the hand of] Ebicatus son of the tribe of H[ebescio]’ .
So at last thanks to the efforts of the researchers and the help provided
by Oribolkov we can now be fully aware of what the Romans did for us in
the Basingstoke area by employing Hebescio as a construction contractor
at the site of the present day Brighton Hill roundabout which in due
course led to his activities at Silchester and so to the story of the Eagle and
of course Hebescio’s contribution to Irish culture.
Over the past few years nothing more has emerged from the archives
of Dr. Hans Fodion and neither has there been any revision of Ivan
Oribolkov’s opinion but perhaps time will tell. However Hebescio’s
activities continue to generate considerable interest as the recently
discovered links with the Camrose Ground have demonstrated.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT: For material relating to the inscription on the
Ogham stone I have drawn on the published work of Professor Michael Fulford
and Amanda Clarke of Reading University both of whom, to my considerable
surprise, have remained on speaking terms with me.
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OBITUARIES
Bob Applin pays tribute to Mike Wall, one of BAHS’ founder
members, whilst Mary Oliver remembers Margaret Macfarlane,
former Curator of the Willis Museum and specialist in English Delft
ware.

Michael Richard Wall C Phys F Inst Phy
1935-2020
Mike died after a short illness on 28/08/2020. Mike, and his wife Josie,
were among the founder members of the Basingstoke Archaeological
Society (as BAHS was then) in 1971. Josie had worked previously with
Mary Oliver and Barbara Applin on
the Willis Museum’s excavation of the
Buckskin round barrow. Until
lockdown started in March he and
Josie were stalwarts of the Church
Cottage meetings and other Society
events. Mike was not a ’digger’. As far
as I can remember he never got his
hands dirty and knees sore on any
Society dig, leaving that to Josie.
Mike’s enjoyed the intellectual
stimulus of the lecture programme, events and site visits. His wide-ranging
interest in all things technical and the natural world made his contribution
to question time after a speaker always interesting, to the point, and
sometimes challenging to the speaker in raising an aspect that may not
have been brought out in the lecture. He will be missed.
Margaret Macfarlane
I was sorry to hear, earlier in the summer, of the death at her home in
Winchester of Margaret, who gave me my first job as Assistant Curator at
the Willis Museum, New Street way back in 1963. She was a conscientious
18

and enthusiastic curator, meticulous in detail and I learned a great deal.
Together we started a group of volunteers to help with the fieldwork
arising from Town Development, both archaeological and in the collection
of items from the buildings being demolished around us. Many of those
items are now on display at Milestones. This group was the forerunner of
our Society, which was founded in 1971, after the museum HQ moved to
Winchester and pulled back from the fieldwork, though we continued to
have a close relationship with the museum where all the finds were taken.
Margaret spent the latter half of her museum life as Keeper of Decorative
Arts and later in retirement studying post mediaeval ceramics, becoming a
recognised specialist in English Delft ware.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

BY RAIL INTO THE PAST
Cathy Williams
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HS2’s archaeology programme is Europe’s biggest dig and promises to
provide a fascinating insight into the everyday lives of the people and
communities who made modern Britain. More than 1,000 archaeologists,
specialists, scientists and conservators are exploring and recording over 60
archaeological sites for the project. As part of HS2’s enabling works, they
will reveal over 10,000 years of British history.
In Birmingham alone there are several sites including: The
archaeological exploration of the nineteenth century Park Street burial
ground; Uncovering the remains of Curzon Street Station yard; Exploring
the Freeman Street Baptist Meeting House and burial ground, and
Surveying Midland Railway Carriage and Wagon Company at Saltley and
Washwood Heath.
The area around Park Street Gardens was originally a deer park during
the medieval and post medieval periods. Parkland was purchased in 1807
for the burial ground. In accordance with HS2’s commitments to the
Church of England, approximately 10,000 individuals have been removed
from Park Street Gardens by the project’s archaeological specialists, by
careful hand excavation, liaising closely with the Church and Historic
England.
In accordance with the High Speed Rail Act (2017) and a legal
undertaking with the Church of England, these remains will all be reburied
in consecrated ground.
In London, the St James’s Gardens site was opened in 1788 as an
overspill burial ground for St James’s Church in Piccadilly, beside what is
now London Euston station. Between 1788 and 1853, 61,000 were buried
there. Only 45,000 skeletons remain, as many were removed during the
expansion of Euston station in the late nineteenth century.
People from all walks of life, from paupers to nobility, were interred at
St James’s. Among the most notable people buried were:
Captain Matthew Flinders, who led the first circumnavigation of
Australia and is credited with giving the country its name. The English
navigator, explorer and scientist created a chart of the land mass in
1804 while he was imprisoned on Mauritius.
Bill ‘The Terror’ Richmond, who was born a slave in 1760s New York
but became a celebrated bare-knuckle boxer after moving to England as a
teenager. He was an apprentice cabinetmaker before taking up boxing,
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proving such a success that he was favoured by King George IV and
taught Lord Byron to spar.
And Lord George Gordon, a political and religious activist who led the
anti-Catholic Gordon Riots of 1780, where a huge mob marched on the
Houses of Parliament. Gordon was acquitted of being part of the trouble
but died thirteen years later in Newgate prison while serving a sentence for
libelling the Queen of France.
The site closed following the Burial Acts of the 1850s which prohibited
nearly all burials within the city limits.
Plan 1870 – NLS

Other digs include a site at a medieval manor in Warwickshire, a
Romano-British town in Fleet Marston, Aylesbury, and a World War Two
bombing decoy in Lichfield.
Most recently, the remains of the 2,000-year-old adult male were found
face down at Wellwick Farm near Wendover in Buckinghamshire. A
Stonehenge-style wooden formation and Roman burial have also been
discovered.
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EDUCATION IN WORTING
Richenda Power
The second instalment of HAJ Lamb’s ‘Worting Scrapbook’ talk to
the Worting Women’s Institute (WI), 1951, with some adaptations by
and comments from Richenda Power, his great niece.
An inscription underneath the bell turret of the Old School – Church
School, shows that it was built in 1853. Subsequently it was twice enlarged.
The School was affiliated to the National Society for Promoting Religious
Education, and the managers received several grants towards the upkeep
of the buildings. Under the Education Act
of 19021, it came under the authority of the
Hampshire County Council, but before
being taken over a large sum of money had
been spent by the managers in improving
the sanitation2.
Under this Act the County Council were
allowed the use of the building for five days
for school purposes, and three evenings a
week for evening classes. The managers in
return were allowed to appoint the head
teacher, and they were still responsible for
outside repairs.
The bell turret today
(c) Richenda Power, March 2020
1

Roger Ottewill states that ‘the Education Act 1902 was a highly controversial
piece of legislation’. See Ottewill (2019) ‘An Act of Iniquity’: Basingstoke and the
Education Act 1902, Basingstoke Histories 2 (The Basingstoke Archaeological and
Historical Society) ISBN 978-0-9928074-2-9
2

HAJ Lamb had a professional interest, as an architect, in the history of sanitation.
His research on that is acknowledged by Lawrence Wright in Clean and Decent
(1960).
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This school was one of the first in the County to take up School
Gardening as a special subject. It has become very popular with the boys.
When motor cars increased road traffic, it became impossible to carry
on work, and it was condemned by H.M. Board of Education. The
managers, however, were able to provide a new site, and a new building
was erected by the County Council in Kempshott Lane. The Church
School is used today for Sunday School and Parochial Meetings.
In 1873 Mr George Lamb left a sum of money in trust to provide
annually six prizes to be awarded to three boys and three girls, selected at
the discretion of the Rector as most deserving for proficiency in learning
and good conduct in school and at home.3
In August 1888, the children of Worting School, accompanied by
teachers, were treated to a day at Southsea. They were conveyed to and
from Basingstoke station in waggons.
When Her Majesty’s Inspectors visited Worting National Schools in
March 1889, the following was their Report:
‘Mixed School: The Order is on the whole well-kept and the children
are neat and careful in their work. The Reading is both fluent and
intelligent especially in the 4th, 5th and 6th standards. The Writing is most
neat and regular, and the Spelling is fairly good in the 1st and 2nd standards.
The Arithmetic has recovered its position and is now very fairly neat and
accurate. The Repetition and Grammar are less intelligent than last year.
Singing by ear, fair; the Needlework is reported as fair.
Infants: The older infants read and write fairly well, and do their sums
well. While the younger only read fairly, but write and sum fairly well.
Singing by ear, fair. Needlework, fair. Discipline, fairly good.
The accounts show a balance of 12/9d.’
The Rector of Worting forwarded this report when asking Basingstoke
for an annual grant. He said that no fewer than 68 children belonging to
the Borough had benefitted at Worting School, and finished by saying that
‘you will see that the School is most efficiently conducted’.

3

Several local families still have ‘Lamb Bibles’ which their forebears were given
at the school. I wonder whether these were the ‘prizes’?
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At the beginning of the present century, pots of hot soup were always
sent down to the Old School from the three large houses4 in Worting, who
took it in turns. They were carried on a pole by two men every day of the
week and set down in a classroom for the children.

Worting School, scanned from an undated postcard, possibly 1904 (writing on reverse is
dated early 1905), from a calendar of Basingstoke 2014 produced by Alastair Blair, who gave
permission for its use in the BAHS Newsletter.

At Christmas, the owners of Worting House always sent coats for three
boys and three girls, and every child had a present. When the children
wanted to leave school early in the winter, they put their hands up to ask
permission. This was known as ‘Gathering Up Time’.
A popular form of entertainment used to take place in the Old School,
when what was called ‘Penny Readings’ were held. They were so called
because one penny was charged for admission, the idea being to encourage
local talent and competitors would sing a song, recite a poem or perform
any trick they wished.
4

The ‘three large houses’ may be ‘Hillside’, ‘The Limes’ (now renamed
‘Hatchetts’) and ‘Worting House’ or perhaps ‘The Rectory’ (now called ‘The Old
Rectory’)?.
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One of the most popular songs that was always sung was entitled JUJAH. These were the words:
‘A wonderful discovery tonight I bring you.
A medicine to cure all ills. Oh, take it I implore you
If troubled with corns, coughs or colds
If nerves my friends on you jar
Pray don’t delay but buy today
Our celebrated JU-JAH
Chorus:
If you’ve pains in the back try JU-JAH
Or a bilious attack try JU-JAH
Or the measles or the dropsy
Or the chronic popsy-wopsy
Try the Yankee patent medicine, JU-JAH.’
This was made up in rather doubtful praise of a travelling quack doctor
called SEQUA, who, in the late nineteenth century, used to travel all over
the country to administer his medicines to all sufferers.
Very few in Worting can remember him, when he came to this district.
But his convincing oratory from the platform of his caravan drew
enormous crowds, and he would invite sufferers to come inside to have
aches and pains completely and permanently cured. When the sufferers
came forwards, it was the cue for the accompanying band to strike up and
play gay tunes as loudly as possible. Patients would be taken inside the
caravan separately, and while treatment went on their screams and shouts
were drowned by the music.
Later, SEQUA would come out with his patient, and in the case of a
cripple, he would break up his crutches and throw then to the crowd and
send him back a cured man! Offending teeth were drawn out and thrown
away in a similar manner while muscular ailments were massaged and
cured according to the ‘doctor’5. The opinion of the crowd is perhaps
shown by the suggestion that if a man went in with one leg, he would
come out with two.
5

As a recently retired naturopath and osteopath myself, practising at ‘Hillside’
from 1984-2020, this anecdote is particularly amusing. (The song and SEQUAH, ‘a
Victorian Celebrity Quack’, can be found via Google.)
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A very ambitious entertainment was held in the Old School on 12th
January 1889. Events included piano solos, piano and cornet duets and
Mrs Jarley’s waxworks. Some of the song titles were ‘His Lordship Winked
at Counsel,’ ‘Play Up’ and ‘One More Polka’. ‘God Save the Queen’ was
sung in conclusion.
The Reading Room in our village, where the Worting Women’s
Institute hold their meetings today, was the gift of Miss Louisa Alexandra
Worsam of Worting Town’s End in November 1908. Six trustees were
appointed, including the Rector of Worting and the Minister of the
Basingstoke Congregational Church. When opened it was used as a men’s
club. Sliding doors divided it into two. One half being for reading and the
other for games. During the winter months, entertainments of various
kinds were held, and on Boxing Day each year, there was a party.
In the First World War, when soldiers were billeted in the
neighbourhood it was used as a canteen, with facilities for reading, writing
and games. It was also the headquarters of the Home Guard. A recent
addition in the shape of a kitchen and lavatories has considerably added to
its value6. The first meeting of the Worting Women’s
Institute was held in the Reading Room on 1st August 1918. Very great
interest was aroused, and fifty members from our village were quickly
enrolled7.
The unused school
building today
(c) Richenda Power,
July 2020

6

I have a cutting from The Basingstoke Gazette about Mrs Loake, who ran ‘The
Star Nursery’ at the Reading Room, demolishing those toilets as unhygienic, with a
team of women volunteers, only about 25 years later.
7
The late Arthur Attwood wrote several articles about Worting history for The
Basingstoke Gazette, naming some of the initial WI members in one of those.
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Where in the world…?

There’s a prize for the first correct answer pulled out of the hat.
Send your entries to: newsletter@bahsoc.org.uk

August’s ‘Where in the
World?’ photo was
taken on the Ridgeway
looking out towards
Uffington Hill Fort.
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12th November

REDISCOVERING HYDE ABBEY
David Spurling, Trustee of Hyde900 project
(Via Zoom)

10th December

THE MAPLEDURWELL TREASURE: ITS
PLACE AMONGST COIN HOARDS OF
THE ENGLISH CIVIL WAR
Dr Barrie Cook, British Museum
(Via Zoom)

14th January

A NATION IN CRISIS – THE STEPHEN
AND MATILDA WARS 1135-1154
Don Bryan, Independent Historian
(Via Zoom)

11th February

SETTLEMENT AND AGRICULTURE AT
MILTON HEIGHTS: ARCHAEOLOGICAL
DISCOVERIES AT MILTON HEIGHTS,
OXFORDSHIRE
Susan Porter, MOLA
(Via Zoom)
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